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Abstract
This paper proposes a method to disentangle and quantify interactions among words
that are encoded inside a DNN for natural language processing. We construct a
tree to encode salient interactions extracted by the DNN. Six metrics are proposed
to analyze properties of interactions between constituents in a sentence. The
interaction is defined based on Shapley values of words, which are considered as an
unbiased estimation of word contributions to the network prediction. Our method is
used to quantify word interactions encoded inside the BERT, ELMo, LSTM, CNN,
and Transformer networks. Experimental results have provided a new perspective
to understand these DNNs, and have demonstrated the effectiveness of our method.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have shown promise in various tasks of natural language processing
(NLP), but a DNN is usually considered as a black-box model. In recent years, explaining features
encoded inside a DNN has become an emerging direction. Based on the inherent hierarchical structure
of natural language, many methods use latent tree structures of language to guide the DNN to learn
interpretable feature representations [4, 8, 29, 30, 31, 36, 42, 45]. However, the interpretability
usually conflicts with the discrimination power [1]. There is a considerable gap between pursuing the
interpretability of features and pursuing superior performance.
Therefore, in this study, we aim to explain a trained black-box DNN in a post-hoc manner, so that the
explanation of the DNN does not affect its performance. This is essentially different from previous
studies of designing new network architectures or losses to learn interpretable features, e.g. physically
embedding tree structures into a DNN.
Given a trained DNN, in this paper, we propose to analyze interactions among input words, which
are used by the DNN to make a prediction. Our method generates a tree structure to objectively
reflect interactions among words. Mathematically, the interaction of several words is quantified as
the difference of the contribution when these words contribute jointly to the prediction w.r.t. when
each individual word contributes independently to the prediction. The interaction between words may
bring either positive or negative effects on the prediction. For example, the word green and the word
hand in the sentence he is a green hand have a strong and positive interaction, because the words
green and hand contribute to the person’s identity jointly, rather than independently.
Preprint. Under review.
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Figure 1: A tree to represent interactions among words.
The tree is built to explain a trained DNN. Each leaf node
(blue) represents an input word in the sentence. Each non-
leaf node encodes the significance of interactions within a
constituent.
The core challenge in this study is to guarantee the objectiveness of the explanation. I.e. the tree
needs to reflect true interactions among words without significant bias. We notice that the Shapley
value is widely considered as a unique unbiased estimation of the word contribution [21], which
satisfies four desirable properties (linearity, dummy, symmetry and efficiency) [10]. Thus, we define
the interaction benefit among words based on the Shapley value. Let us consider a constituent
with m words. φ1, φ2, . . . , φm denote numerical contributions of each word to the prediction of
a DNN, respectively. φall represents the numerical contribution of the entire constituent to the
prediction. Hence, B = φall−
∑m
i=1 φi measures the interaction benefit of this constituent. IfB > 0,
interactions among these m words have positive effects on the prediction; otherwise, negative effects.
Here, φ1, ..., φm, φall can be computed as Shapley values.
Given a trained DNN and an input sentence with n words, Figure 1 shows the tree structure that
reflects word interactions encoded inside the DNN. In the tree, n leaf nodes represent n input words.
Each non-leaf node corresponds to a constituent of the input sentence. A parent node connects two
child nodes with significant interaction benefits. We use the parent node to encode interactions among
its child sub-constituents.
More specifically, there are two types of interactions among words, i.e. (1) interactions within a
constituent and (2) interactions between constituents.
• Interactions within a constituent exist among any two or more words in the constituent. For
the sentence the sun is shining in the sky, interactions within the constituent in the sky consist
of interactions among all combinations of words, including interactions (1) between (in, the), (2)
between (the, sky), (3) between (in, sky) and (4) among (in, the, sky).
• Interactions between constituents. In the aforementioned sentence, interactions between the
constituent the sun and its adjacent constituent is shining are composed of all potential interactions
among all combinations of words from the two constituents, including interactions (1) between the
and is; (2) between the and shining; (3) between sun and is; (4) between sun and shining; (5) between
the and is shining; (6) between sun and is shining; (7) between the sun and is; (8) between the sun
and shining; (9) between the sun and is shining.
We use a tree structure to select and encode the most salient interactions among words, in order to
reveal the signal processing in a DNN. We further propose additional metrics to diagnose interactions
among words, e.g. the quantification of interactions within a constituent, the quantification of
interactions between two adjacent constituents, and ratios of interactions that are modeled and
unmodeled by the tree.
Theoretically, our method can be used as a generic tool to analyze DNNs with different architectures
for various tasks, including the BERT [7], ELMo [25], LSTM [12], CNN [16] and Transformer [39].
Experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of our method.
Contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. (1) We propose a method to extract and
quantify interactions among words. (2) A tree structure is automatically generated to represent salient
interactions encoded in a DNN. (3) We further design six metrics to analyze interactions, which
provides new perspectives to understand DNNs.
2 Related Work
• Hierarchical representations of natural language. Many studies integrated hierarchical struc-
tures of natural language into DNNs for better representations [9, 36, 41, 42]. Other studies learned
syntactic parsers [8, 13, 18, 19, 20, 23], although these methods pursued a high parsing accuracy,
instead of explaining the DNN. Essentially, the learning of the syntactic parser aimed to make the
parser fit syntactic structures defined by people. Nevertheless, the post-hoc explanation of a DNN
was proposed to objectively explain the signal processing in a DNN. In this way, we hope to provide
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a generic tool to analyze DNNs in a post-hoc manner, without being affected by the subjective bias in
human annotations.
Learning interpretable DNNs: Some studies designed specific network architectures to learn inter-
pretable feature representations, which reflected hierarchical structures of natural language. Chung
et al. [5] revised an RNN to generate a hierarchical structure. Shen et al. [30] designed a novel
network to automatically capture the latent tree structure of an input sentence.
Post-hoc explanation of DNNs: Another important direction was to explain DNNs using hierarchical
structures. Yogatama et al. [46] evaluated the ability of various RNNs for natural language to
capture syntactic dependencies. Murdoch et al. [24] estimated contributions of input words to the
prediction of an LSTM as well as inter-word relationships.1 Singh et al. [33] generated a tree
structure to explain the predictions of a DNN. Reif et al. [27] found that the attention matrices in
BERT contained syntactic representations. Raganato and Tiedemann [26] exploited attention weights
of the Transformer to analyze what kind of linguistic information was learned by the encoder of
the model. Jin et al. [15] provided hierarchical explanations by quantifying the importance of each
word or phrase. Voita et al. [40] studied the evolution of token representations across layers in the
Transformer under different learning objectives. Lundberg and Lee [21] proposed SHAP value to
assign each feature an importance value for a prediction. Simonyan et al. [32] visualized saliency
maps for the class prediction to understand deep CNNs.
Unlike above studies of estimating importance/attribution/contribution/saliency of inputs, we focus on
interactions among words encoded inside DNNs. Chen and Jordan [3] used a “predefined” syntactic
constituency structure to assign an importance score to each word in a sentence, and to quantify
interactions2 between sibling nodes on a parse tree, instead of learning the linguistic structure. Janizek
et al. [14] explained pairwise feature interactions by extending the Integrated Gradients explanation
method. Lundberg et al. [22] defined the SHAP interaction values to quantify interaction effects
between two features. Cui et al. [6] estimated global pairwise interactions from a trained Bayesian
neural network. Tsang et al. [37] detected statistical interactions from the weights of feedforward
neural networks. An ensemble tree-based method [35] was proposed to detect variable interactions.
It compared the predictive performance of two regression trees, one with interactions between two
variables of interest, and the other with the absence of the interactions. The neural interaction
transparency framework [38] was presented to separate feature interactions by way of regularization,
and could only be applied to fully connected vanilla multi-layer perceptrons. Greenside et al. [11]
identified interactions between all pairs of discrete features in an input DNA sequence. However,
these studies mainly focus on interactions between two variables [6, 11, 14, 22] or are limited to
specific network architectures [35, 37, 38]. Instead, we aim to quantify interactions among multiple
variables in DNNs with arbitrary architectures without any prior linguistic structure. More specifically,
our method uses a tree to organize the extracted interactions hierarchically.
• Shapley values. The Shapley value [28] was first introduced in the game theory. Given a game with
multiple players, each player is supposed to pursue a high score/award. Sometimes, some players
may form a coalition in order to pursue more awards. Since each player contributes differently to the
coalition, the final award distributed to each player should be unequal. The Shapley value is widely
considered as a unique unbiased approach to fairly allocating the total award to each player, which
satisfies four desirable properties, including the linearity, dummy, symmetry and efficiency properties.
Please see the supplementary material for details of these properties.
Given a game vN with n players, let N = {1, 2, ..., n} represent the set of n players. The superscript
N indicates the set of players participating in the game. Let 2N denote all the potential subsets
of N . For example, there are three players a, b and c in a game. Hence, N = {a, b, c} and
2N = {∅, {a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}. vN is a set function mapping from each
subset to a real number (i.e. vN : 2N 7→ R). For any subset of players S ⊆ N , where S can be
regarded as a coalition, vN (S) represents the award of the coalition. Considering that the player a
is not in the coalition S (i.e. a /∈ S), then if player a joins the coalition S, the overall award of the
coalition would be vN (S ∪ {a}). vN (S ∪ {a}) − vN (S) is considered as the marginal award of
player a. The Shapley value φv(a) is an unbiased contribution estimation of player a in the game.
φv(a) is formulated as the weighted sum of marginal awards of player a brought to all possible
1Although Murdoch et al. [24] called the inter-word relationships interactions, such interactions had essential
difference from the interaction defined in this paper.
2The interaction was defined as deviation of composition from linearity.
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coalitions S ⊆ N\{a}.
φv(a) =
∑
S⊆N\{a}
(|N | − |S| − 1)!|S|!
|N |! (v
N (S ∪ {a})− vN (S)) (1)
Due to the exponential number of coalitions, the computation of Shapley values is NP-hard. A
sampling-based method [2] can be used to approximate Shapley values.
3 Algorithm
3.1 Interactions
Interactions between two players. In the game theory, some players may form a coalition to
compete with other players and win an award. Considering that the Shapley value is an unbiased
estimation of each player’s contribution [21], we quantify interactions based on the Shapley value.
Suppose that there are n players N = {1, 2, ..., n} in a game v. Without loss of generality, we
randomly select a pair of players a, b ∈ N . Shapley values of players a and b are denoted by φv(a)
and φv(b), respectively. If players a and b cooperate to form a coalition Sab = {a, b}, we can
consider the coalition as a new singleton, which is represented using brackets, [Sab]. In this way,
the game can be considered to have n − 1 players, and one of them is the singleton [Sab]. I.e. a
and b always appear together in the game. The interaction benefit between a and b is defined as
B([Sab]) = φ
vN\{a,b}∪{[Sab]}([Sab])− (φvN\{b}(a) + φvN\{a}(b)). N \ {a, b} ∪ {[Sab]} represents
the set of players in N excluding a, b and being added a new singleton player [Sab]. The absolute
value of the interaction benefit |B([Sab])| represents the significance of the interaction. B([Sab]) > 0
indicates a cooperative relationship between a and b. Whereas, B([Sab]) < 0 indicates an adversarial
relationship between a and b.
Extension to interactions among multiple players. We extend the two-player interaction to inter-
actions among multiple players. When the game has n players, let us consider a subset of players
S ( N as a coalition, which is regarded as a new singleton player [S]. The interaction benefit of the
coalition S is defined as follows (please see the supplementary material for more discussions).
B([S]) = φv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S])−
∑
a∈S
φv
(N\S)∪{a}
(a) (2)
In this way, the interaction benefit measures the additional award brought by the singleton player
[S] w.r.t. the individual contribution of each player computed in Equation (1) without requiring all
players in S to appear together. The Shapley value φv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S]) is computed only considering
the set of players when we remove all players in S from N and add a new singleton player [S] in the
game. Similarly, φv
(N\S)∪{a}
(a) is computed only considering the set of players when we remove all
players in S from N and add the player a. If B([S]) is greater/less than 0, interactions of players in
S have positive/negative effects, revealing the cooperative/adversarial relationship among players.
Furthermore, players in S can be divided into two disjoint subsets S1, S2 (i.e. S1∩S2 = ∅, S1∪S2 =
S). Accordingly, the interaction benefit can be decomposed into three terms:
B([S]) = B([S1]) +B([S2]) +Bbetween(S1, S2) (3)
The first and second terms B([S1]) and B([S2]) indicate interaction benefits among players within
S1 and S2, respectively. The third term Bbetween(S1, S2) indicates interaction benefits among players
selected from both S1 and S2. Bbetween(S1, S2) will be introduced in detail in Section 3.2.
Properties of interaction benefits. Theoretically, the overall interaction benefit, B([S]), S ⊆ N ,
can be decomposed into elementary interaction components Iv
N
(S). The elementary interaction
component was originally proposed in [10] (please see the supplementary material for details).
The elementary interaction component Iv
N
(S) measures the marginal benefit received from the
coalition [S], from which benefits of all potential smaller coalitions S′ ( S are removed. For
example, let S = {a, b, c}. Then, IvN (S) measures interactions caused by [S] = (a, b, c), and
ignores all potential interactions caused by coalitions of (a, b), (a, c), (b, c), (a), (b), (c). Therefore,
the elementary interaction component is formulated as follows.
Iv
N
(S) = Iv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S])−
∑
S′(S,S′ 6=∅
Iv
(N\S)∪S′
(S′) (4)
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In particular, for any singleton player [S], we have Iv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S]) = φv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S]). Thus,
we can compute Iv
N
(S) via dynamic programming. Therefore, B([S]) can be decomposed into
elementary interaction components as follows (please see the supplementary material for the proof).
B([S]) =
∑
S′⊆S,|S′|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪S′
(S′) (5)
3.2 Fine-Grained analysis of interactions between two sets of players
Interactions between two sets of players Bbetween(S1, S2) can be further decomposed into three parts
ψinter, ψintra1 , ψ
intra
2 . Please see the supplementary material for the proof.
Bbetween(S1, S2) = ψ
inter + ψintra1 + ψ
intra
2 (6)
where
ψinter =
∑
L⊆S,L 6⊂S1,L 6⊂S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L) (7)
ψintra1 =
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S1)∪L
(L) = B([S1])|N ′=(N\S2) −B([S1]) (8)
ψintra2 =
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S2)∪L
(L) = B([S2])|N ′=(N\S1) −B([S2]) (9)
ψinter represents all potential interaction benefits caused by coalitions whose elements are selected
from both S1 and S2. B([S1])|N ′=(N\S2) denotes interaction benefits of the singleton [S1], when the
set of players in the game is N ′ = (N \S2). ψintra1 indicates the difference of internal interactions
among players in the set S1 in the absence and presence of players in the set S2.
3.3 Interactions encoded inside a DNN
We aim to analyze interactions among words, which are encoded inside a trained DNN. Given an
input sentence, we construct a tree to disentangle and quantify interactions among input words.
Given an input sentence with n words, we first introduce the Shapley value of input words w.r.t. the
prediction of the DNN. Here, we consider each word as a player, and the scalar output of a DNN as
the aforementioned award in the game. If a DNN has a scalar output, we can take the scalar output as
the award v. If the DNN outputs a vector for multi-category classification, we select the score before
the softmax layer corresponding to the true class as the award score. To compute v(S), we mask
words in N \S in the input sentence, and feed the modified input into the DNN. The embedding of
the masked word is set to a dummy vector, which refers to a padding of the input to the DNN. Then,
the Shapley value of each word a is approximated using a sampling-based method [2].
As Figure 1 shows, we construct a binary tree with n leaf nodes. Each leaf node represents a word,
while each non-leaf node represents a constituent. Two adjacent nodes with strong interactions will
be merged into a node in the next layer. For each sub-structure of a parent node S with two child
nodes Sl and Sr, we can obtain the following equation according to Equation (3).
B([S]) =B([Sl]) +B([Sr]) +Bbetween(Sl, Sr)
=B([Sll]) +B([Slr]) +B([Srl]) +B([Srr])
+Bbetween(Sll, Slr) +Bbetween(Srl, Srr) +Bbetween(Sl, Sr)
=
∑
H∈non-leaf nodesBbetween(Hl, Hr)
(10)
B([S]) can be recursively decomposed into the sum of interaction benefits between two child nodes
of all non-leaf nodes. Please see the supplementary material for the proof.
3.4 Metrics for interactions and the construction of a tree
Metrics for interactions. Besides B([Sl]), B([Sr]) and Bbetween(Sl, Sr), we define three additional
metrics to provide insightful analysis of interactions among words. Let us consider a sub-structure of
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Figure 2: The instability of sampling-based Shapley values (a), and errors of the estimated interaction
benefits (b) along with the number of sampling times.
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Figure 3: Interaction benefits between constituents.
The interaction benefitBab is more significant than
Ba′a and Bbb′ , so the tree merges a and b to form
a coalition c.
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AND AND
OR
a8 a9 a10 a11
AND
Figure 4: A model in the AND-OR dataset.
Each leaf node is a binary variable.
a parent node c (corresponding to the constituent S) and two child nodes a and b (corresponding to
sub-constituents Sl and Sr). As Figure 3 shows, a′ is the left adjacent node of a, and b′ is the right
adjacent node of b. We propose the metric density of modeled interactions for a candidate coalition
such as {a, b}, denoted by r(a, b). This metric measures the ratio of interaction benefits between
two adjacent nodes a and b to total interaction benefits related to a and b. The density of modeled
interactions is approximated as follows.
r(a, b) =
interaction benefits between a and b
total interaction benefits related to a and b
≈ |Bab||Bab|+ |Ba′a|+ |Bbb′ |+ |φa|+ |φb| (11)
where Bab = Bbetween(Sa, Sb), φa and φb can be approximated as φv
(N\Sa)∪{[Sa]}
([Sa]) and
φv
(N\Sb)∪{[Sb]}([Sb]), respectively. To measure interaction benefits that are not represented by the
tree, a metric called density of unmodeled interactions denoted by s(a, b) is given.
s(a, b) =
unmodeled interaction benefits
total interaction benefits related to a and b
≈ |Ba′a|+ |Bbb′ ||Bab|+ |Ba′a|+ |Bbb′ |+ |φa|+ |φb| (12)
Note that neither r(a, b) nor s(a, b) is an accurate estimation of the ratio of interactions. If two
constituents are far away (e.g. not adjacent), their interaction benefits are usually small and sometimes
can be neglected. Therefore, we only consider interaction benefits between adjacent nodes (i.e. Ba′a,
Bab, Bbb′). We have demonstrated very little effects of such neglection in Table 4. In addition,
according to Equation (6), we have Bbetween(Sl, Sr) = ψinter + ψintral + ψ
intra
r . Therefore, we define
the following metric to measure the ratio of inter-constituent interactions.
t = |ψinter|/(|ψinter|+ |ψintral + ψintrar |) (13)
Construction of a tree. We introduce a method to construct a tree structure. We use the metric
r(a, b) in Equation (11) to quantify the significance of interactions between two adjacent constituents,
and to guide the construction of the tree. We are given a trained DNN and an input sentence. The
DNN can be trained for various tasks, such as sentiment classification, and estimation of linguistic
acceptability. We construct the tree in a bottom-up manner. Let Ω denote the set of current candidate
nodes to merge. In the beginning, each word ai of the input sentence is initialized as a leaf node,
Ω = {a1, a2, ..., an}. In each step, we compute the value of each pair of adjacent nodes r(ai, ai+1).
Then, we select and merge two adjacent nodes with the largest value of r(ai, ai+1). In this way, we
use a greedy strategy to build up the tree, so that salient interactions among words are represented.
4 Experiments
• Instability and accuracy of Shapley values. According to Equation (1), the accurate computation
of Shapley values was NP-hard. Castro et al. [2] proposed a sampling-based method to approximate
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Table 1: The rate of incorrect extractions of
word interactions, which verifies the assump-
tion that effects of non-adjacent nodes can
be neglected on the SST-2 dataset (see the
supplementary meterial for more results).
# of merges BERT ELMo CNN LSTM
1 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.06
2 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.13
3 0.00 0.12 0.02 0.19
4 0.03 0.15 0.07 0.15
5 0.03 0.16 0.07 0.14
Table 2: Fitness (the unlabeled F1) between the
extracted trees from NLP models and syntactic
trees, which demonstrates that interactions en-
coded in a DNN are not quite related to the syn-
tactic structure.
Dataset BERT ELMo CNN LSTM
CoLA 39.85% 17.08% 16.69% 14.07%
SST-2 19.58% 18.65% 12.82% 32.68%
Transformer Random LB RB
CoLA 3.79% 15.18% 2.68% 60.46%
SST-2 26.19% 19.95% 12.27% 47.35%
Table 3: Comparison of the cor-
rectness of the extracted interac-
tions on the AND-OR dataset.
F1 Recall
Our method 45.1% 96.8%
SHAP interaction 38.6% 80.9%
Random 13.2% 27.6%
LB 8.4% 18.1%
RB 4.3% 10.0%
emotional have
good funchildThere is no pleasure watching a suffer . in
I just loved every minite of this film  Too much of the humor falls flat . .
1st merge 2nd merge 3rd merge
it up to .all adds
it could been worsebut .a widly experience .inconsistent
Figure 5: Examples of the phenomenon that constituents with dis-
tinct emotional attitudes have strong interactions and are extracted
in the first three steps for BERT learned on the SST-2 dataset.
Shapley values with polynomial computational complexity. In order to evaluate the instability of
B([S]), we quantified the change of the instability of Shapley values along with the increase of the
number of sampling times. Let us compute the Shapley value φv(a) for each word by sampling T
times. We repeated such a procedure of computing Shapley values two times. Then, the instability
of the computation of Shapley values was measured as 2||φ− φ′ ||/(||φ||+ ||φ′ ||) where φ and φ′
denoted two vectors of word-wise Shapley values computed in these two times. The overall instability
of Shapley values was reported as the average value of the instability of all sentences. Figure 2(a)
shows the change of the instability of Shapley values along with the number of sampling times T .
We found that when T ≥ 1000, we obtained stable Shapley values.
In addition, we also evaluated the accuracy of the estimation of interaction benefits B([S]). The
problem was that the ground truth value of B([S]) was computed using the NP-hard brute-force
method in Equation (1). Considering the NP-hard computational cost, we only conducted such
evaluations on sentences with no more than 10 words. The average absolute difference (i.e. the error)
between the estimated B([S]) and its ground truth value over all sentences is reported in Figure 2(b).
We found that the estimated interaction benefits were accurate enough when the number of sampling
times was greater than 1000.
• Effects of non-adjacent nodes. To compute r(a, b), we only considered interaction benefits
between two adjacent nodes, and assumed that interactions of non-adjacent nodes were much less
significant than those of adjacent nodes. To verify this assumption, we defined the following
metric to quantify the interaction benefit r′(a, c) between two non-adjacent nodes a and c, and
evaluated whether the most salient interaction between adjacent nodes a, b detected by our method
was more significant than interactions between all potential non-adjacent nodes. We use r′(a, c) =
|Bac|/(|Bac|+ |Ba′a|+ |Baa′′ |+ |Bc′c|+ |Bcc′′ |+ |φa|+ |φc|) to quantify the interaction density
between non-adjacent nodes a and c, where a′ and a′′ were the left and right adjacent nodes of a, c′
and c′′ were the left and right adjacent nodes of c. If the interaction density r(a, b) estimated by our
method was higher than that between potential non-adjacent nodes, we considered this as a correct
extraction of word interactions. Table 4 reports the rate of incorrect extractions of word interactions
over all sentences during the construction of the tree (please see the supplementary material for more
results). Based on this assumption, our method performed correctly in most cases.
• Correctness of the extracted interaction. We aimed to evaluate whether the extracted interaction
objectively reflected the true interaction in the model, but the core challenge was that it was impossible
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Figure 6: Trees extracted from BERT trained on the SST-2 dataset (left) and the CoLA dataset (right),
respectively. Metrics are shown around each non-leaf node. Please see the supplementary material
for more results of different models.
to annotate ground-truth interactions between words. It was because the human’s understanding of
word interactions was not necessarily equivalent to objective interactions encoded in a DNN. In this
way, we constructed a dataset with ground-truth interactions between the inputs, as follows.
We constructed a dataset with 2048 models. Each model was implemented as a boolean function,
whose input was 11 binary variables a1, a2, · · · , a11 ∈ {0, 1}. The output of the model was a binary
variable which consisted of AND, OR operations in a tree structure (e.g. the tree in Figure 4). We
evaluated whether the extracted interaction could reflect the true AND, OR constituents in the input.
The unlabeled F1 and unlabeled recall were used to evaluate the correctness of the extracted interaction.
We compared our method with four baselines. The first baseline was [22], which defined a type
of two-player interaction (i.e. SHAP interaction), and we extended this technique to construct a
tree. I.e. we merged the two adjacent nodes with the largest absolute SHAP interaction value. Since
there was no other method to construct a tree for interactons, the other three baselines Random, left-
branching (LB) and right-branching (RB) trees (used in [29]) were selected to show the performance
of trivial solutions. As Table 3 shows, our method outperformed all baselines. Note that theoretically,
there did not exist a 100% F1 score, because the extracted binary tree was naturally different from the
ground-truth n-ary tree.
• Analysis of DNNs based on interactions. We learned DNNs for binary sentiment classification
based on the SST-2 dataset [34], and learned DNNs to predict whether a sentence was linguistically
acceptable based on the CoLA dataset [43]. For each task, we learned five DNNs, including the
BERT [7], the ELMo [25], the CNN proposed in [16], the two-layer unidirectional LSTM [12], and
the Transformer [39].
We used our method to extract tree structures that encoded interactions among words inside various
trained DNNs. Figure 6 illustrates trees extracted from BERT on different tasks. (1) For the
linguistic acceptability task, BERT usually combined noun phrases firstly, while the subject was
combined almost at last. ELMo and LSTM were prone to construct a tree with a “subject+verb-
phrase+noun/adjective-phrase” structure. CNN usually extracted small constituents including a
preposition or an article, e.g. “afraid of,” “fix the.” Transformer tended to encode interactions among
adjacent constituents sequentially. (2) For the sentiment analysis task, as Figure 5 shows, most trees
of these DNNs usually extracted constituents with distinct positive/negative emotional attitudes in
early stages (please see the supplementary material for more results of different models).
Comparison of the fitness between the extracted trees and syntactic trees: Furthermore, we compared
the fitness between the automatically extracted tree and the syntactic tree of the sentence. To this end,
given an input sentence, we used the Berkeley Neural Parser [17] to generate the syntactic tree as the
ground-truth.3 We used the unlabeled F1 to evaluate the fitness. Experimental results are reported in
Table 2, which demonstrates the logic of interactions modeled by the DNN was significantly different
from human knowledge.
3The parser’s performance was good enough to take its parsing results as ground-truth.
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In addition, our method can be also applied to build a tree for interactions w.r.t. the computa-
tion of features in an intermediate layer. Please see the supplementary material for details of such
experiments.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have defined and extracted interaction benefits among words encoded in a DNN,
and have used a tree structure to organize word interactions hierarchically. Besides, six metrics are
defined to disentangle and quantify interactions among words. Our method can be regarded as a
generic tool to objectively diagnose various DNNs for NLP tasks, which provides new insights of
these DNNs.
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A Properties of Shapley values
In this section, we discuss about four desirable properties of Shapley values, which are mentioned in Line 118 of
the paper.
In game theory, the Shapley value is a unique value function that satisfies all the following axioms [44]:
• Linearity axiom: When two games v and w are combined into a single game v + w, their Shapley values can
be added, i.e. φ(v+w)(i) = φv(i) + φw(i) for each player i in N . Similarly, for any c ∈ R and i ∈ N , there
will be φcv(i) = cφv(i).
• Dummy axiom: A player i ∈ N is referred to as a dummy player if v(S ∪ {i}) = v(S) + v(i) for each subset
S ⊆ N \ {i}. Thus, if i ∈ N is a dummy player, φv(i) = v(i), which indicates player i has no interactions to
any coalition.
• Symmetry axiom: Given two players i, j ∈ N , if v(S ∪ {i}) = v(S ∪ {j}) for each subset S ⊆ N \ {i, j},
φv(i) = φv(j). In other words, if two players have the same interactions with all other players in the game,
then they have the same Shapley value.
• Efficiency axiom: The sum of Shapley values of all players in N is equal to the award of all players in N
(i.e.
∑
i∈N φ
v(i) = v(N)). This axiom guarantees the overall award can be distributed to all players in the
game.
B Interactions among multiple players
In this section, we mainly discuss about how to extend interactions between two players to interactions among
multiple players, which is mentioned in Line 151 of the paper.
Given a game v with n players, N = {1, 2, ..., n} is the set of n players. If player a and player b form a
coalition Sab = {a, b}, we regard the coalition as a new singleton player [Sab]. We define the interaction benefit
between players a and b as B([Sab]).
B([Sab]) = φ
v(N\{a,b})∪{[Sab]}([Sab])− (φv
N\{b}
(a) + φv
N\{a}
(b)) (14)
(N \ {a, b}) ∪ {[Sab]} represents the set of players in N excluding a, b and being added a new singleton player
[Sab].
Then, we extend the interaction between two players to interactions among multiple players. For example, if a
set of players S form a coalition, which is regarded as a new singleton player [S], the interaction benefit among
players in the coalition is defined as follows (also see Equation (2) of the paper).
B([S]) = φv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S])−
∑
a∈S
φv
(N\S)∪{a}
(a) (15)
C Elementary interaction components
In this section, we introduce the elementary interaction component in more detail, which is mentioned in Line
166 of the paper.
In a game v, the elementary interaction component of players among coalition S ⊆ N is denoted by Iv(S). The
definition of the elementary interaction component [10] is given as follows.
∀S ⊆ N, Iv(S) =
∑
T⊆N\S
(n− t− s)!t!
(n− s+ 1)!
∑
L⊆S
(−1)s−lv(L ∪ T ) (16)
where n, t, s, and l are the size of the corresponding sets N , T , S, and L, respectively. Note that for a singleton
player, the elementary interaction component corresponds to the Shapley value, i.e. Iv(a) = φv(a) where a is a
singleton player.
If a set of players S form a coalition, we regard the coalition as a singleton player [S]. Let us take two players a
and b for example. If players a and b form a coalition S = {a, b}, which can be considered as a new singleton
player [S]. The interaction benefit between players a and b is as follows.
Iv({a, b}) = Iv(N\{a,b})∪{[{a,b}]}([{a, b}])− IvN\{b}(a)− IvN\{a}(b)
= φv
(N\{a,b})∪{[{a,b}]}
([{a, b}])− φvN\{b}(a)− φvN\{a}(b)
(17)
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Therefore, if the marginal award of the coalition φv
(N\{a,b})∪{[{a,b}]}
([{a, b}]) is larger than the sum of marginal
awards of players a and b (i.e. φv
N\{b}
(a) + φv
N\{a}
(b)), players a and b are likely to cooperate in the game
v. In other words, the positive (or negative) value of Iv({a, b}) indicates a positive (or negative) interaction
between players a and b.
Besides, Iv(S) satisfies the following recursive axiom for each S ⊆ N, |S| > 1. K is a non-empty proper
subset of S.
Iv(S) = Iv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S])−
∑
K(S,K 6=∅
Iv
N\K
(S \K)
= Iv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S])−
∑
S′(S,S′ 6=∅
Iv
(N\S)∪S′
(S′)
(18)
D Proof of the relationship between interaction benefits and elementary
interaction components
In this section, we mainly prove the relationship between interaction benefits and elementary interaction
components, which is mentioned in Line 174 of the paper (also see Equation (5) of the paper).
According to Equation (15) and Equation (18), we can establish the relationship between the interaction benefit
and the elementary interaction component.
B([S]) = φv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S])−
∑
a∈S
φv
(N\S)∪{a}
(a)
= Iv
(N\S)∪{[S]}
([S])−
∑
a∈S
Iv
(N\S)∪{a}
(a)
=
∑
S′⊆S,|S′|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪S′
(S′)
(19)
E Proof of interactions between two sets of players Bbetween(S1, S2)
In this section, we mainly prove the fine-grained analysis of interactions between two sets of players, which is
mentioned in Line 177 of the paper (also see Equation (6) of the paper).
Given a set of players S, we can split S into two subsets S1 and S2, S1 ∩ S2 = ∅, S1 ∪ S2 = S. According to
Equation (19), we have:
B([S]) =
∑
L⊆S,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L) (20)
B([S1]) =
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S1)∪L
(L) (21)
B([S2]) =
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S2)∪L
(L) (22)
Therefore, we derive the following equation.
B([S]) = B([S1]) +B([S2]) +
∑
L⊆S,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)
−
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S1)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S2)∪L
(L)
= B([S1]) +B([S2]) +Bbetween(S1, S2)
(23)
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Bbetween(S1, S2) =
∑
L⊆S,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S1)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S2)∪L
(L)
=
∑
L⊆S,L 6⊂S1,L 6⊂S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)
+
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S1)∪L
(L)
+
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S2)∪L
(L)
= ψinter + ψintra1 + ψ
intra
2
(24)
Where
ψinter =
∑
L⊆S,L 6⊂S1,L 6⊂S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L) (25)
ψintra1 =
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S1,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S1)∪L
(L)
= B([S1])|N′=(N\S2) −B([S1])
(26)
ψintra2 =
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S)∪L
(L)−
∑
L⊆S2,|L|>1
Iv
(N\S2)∪L
(L)
= B([S2])|N′=(N\S1) −B([S2])
(27)
Bbetween(S1, S2) reflects all interactions across players from S1 and S2.
F Proof of the decomposition of B([S])
In this section, we mainly prove the decomposition of the interaction benefit B([S]), which is mentioned in Line
199 of the paper (also see Equation (10) of the paper).
B([S]) =B([Sl]) +B([Sr]) +Bbetween(Sl, Sr)
=B([Sll]) +B([Slr]) +B([Srl]) +B([Srr])
+Bbetween(Sll, Slr) +Bbetween(Srl, Srr) +Bbetween(Sl, Sr)
=
∑
H∈non-leaf nodes
Bbetween(Hl, Hr)
(28)
Note that the interaction benefit of a leaf node is zero, so only interaction benefits between two child nodes of
non-leaf nodes will be left at the end of the recursion in Equation (28).
G Experimental Results
We provided more results of “Effects of non-adjacent nodes” (Line 246) and “Analysis of DNNs based on
interactions” (Line 277) experiments in Section 4 (Line 227) of the paper, as well as further experiments to
analyze interactions encoded in intermediate layers, which were mentioned in Line 297 of the paper.
• Effects of non-adjacent nodes. Here, we provided more results of this experiment. Specifically, as Table 4
shows, we reported the rate of incorrect extractions of word interactions over all sentences during the construction
of the tree on the SST-2 dataset, and the CoLA dataset, respectively. Note that Table 4 was a complement to
Table 1 of the paper.
• Analysis of DNNs based on interactions. (1) For the linguistic acceptability task, we provided more results
of trees extracted from different NLP models on the SST-2 dataset and the CoLA dataset, respectively (see
Figures 9—18, which were complements to Figure 6 of the paper). We found that BERT usually combined
noun phrases firstly, while the subject was combined almost at last. ELMo and LSTM were prone to construct a
tree with a “subject+verb-phrase+noun/adjective-phrase” structure. CNN usually extracted small constituents
including a preposition or an article. Transformer tended to encode interactions among adjacent constituents
sequentially. (2) For the sentiment analysis task, we found that most trees of these DNNs usually extracted
constituents with distinct positive/negative emotional attitudes in early stages of the construction of the tree.
More examples of this phenomenon were given in Tables 5—8, which were complements to Figure 5 of the
paper.
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Table 4: The rate of incorrect extractions of word interactions, which verifies the assumption that
effects of non-adjacent nodes can be neglected on the SST-2 dataset (left) and the CoLA dataset
(right).
# of merges BERT ELMo CNN LSTM
1 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.06
2 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.13
3 0.00 0.12 0.02 0.19
4 0.03 0.15 0.07 0.15
5 0.03 0.16 0.07 0.14
# of merges BERT ELMo CNN LSTM
1 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.06
2 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.13
3 0.01 0.12 0.02 0.19
4 0.03 0.15 0.07 0.15
5 0.02 0.16 0.07 0.14
Table 5: Constituents extracted from ELMo in the first three steps during the construction of the tree.
sentence 1st merge 2nd merge 3rd merge
I just loved every minute of this film . just loved this film of this film
But it could have been worse . it could But it could been worse
Too much of humor falls flat . falls flat falls flat . humor falls flat .
There is no pleasure in watching a child suffer . no pleasure no pleasure in no pleasure in watching
It all adds up to good fun . good fun good fun . to good fun .
Table 6: Constituents extracted from CNN in the first three steps during the construction the tree.
sentence 1st merge 2nd merge 3rd merge
A deep and meaningful film . A deep meaningful film meaningful film .
Dense with characters and contains some thrilling moments . thrilling moments Dense with and contains
It treats women like idiots . like idiots treats women It treats women
Just embarrassment and a vague sense of shame . sense of shame . embarrassment and
Just one bad idea after another . one bad idea after idea after another
Table 7: Constituents extracted from LSTM in the first three steps during the construction of the tree.
sentence 1st merge 2nd merge 3rd merge
Just one bad idea after another . bad idea one bad idea after another
But it could have been worse . been worse But it could have
There is no pleasure in watching a child suffer . no pleasure is no pleasure child suffer
Too slow , too long and too little happens . too slow too long too slow ,
It treats women like idiots . like idiots like idiots . It treats
Table 8: Constituents extracted from Transformer in the first three steps during the construction of
the tree.
sentence 1st merge 2nd merge 3rd merge
No way i can believe this load of junk . this load junk . i can
Just one bad idea after another . bad idea one bad idea Just one bad idea
There is no pleasure in watching a child suffer . no pleasure no pleasure in is no pleasure in
I just loved every minute of this film . loved every just loved every just loved every minute
But it could have been worse . been worse it could have been worse
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G.1 Interactions encoded in intermediate layers.
Besides interactions w.r.t. the network output, we used our method to analyze interactions w.r.t. the computation
of an intermediate-layer feature f . More specifically, we used fN and fS to represent the intermediate-layer
features when the input of the network was a set of words N and S in the sentence, respectively. Since the
intermediate-layer features fN and fS were high dimensional vectors, we used the scalar 〈fN ,fS〉/||fN ||
to represent the award v(S), where ||fN || was used for normalization. In this way, we evaluated interactions
encoded in different layers of BERT. The extracted trees from different intermediate layers of BERT are shown in
Figure 7 (for the BERT learned on the SST-2 dataset) and Figure 8 (for the BERT learned on the CoLA dataset).
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Figure 7: The extracted trees of interactions encoded in different intermediate layers of BERT learned
on the SST-2 dataset.
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Figure 8: The extracted trees of interactions encoded in different intermediate layers of BERT learned
on the CoLA dataset.
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Figure 9: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the SST-2 dataset.
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Figure 10: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the SST-2 dataset.
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Figure 11: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the SST-2 dataset.
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Figure 12: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the SST-2 dataset.
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Figure 13: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the SST-2 dataset.
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Figure 14: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the CoLA dataset.
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Figure 15: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the CoLA dataset.
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Figure 16: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the CoLA dataset.
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Figure 17: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the CoLA dataset.
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Figure 18: Extracted trees of different NLP models trained on the CoLA dataset.
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